The abdity to count events in a program's execution M reqmred by many program analysls applications. We present an instrumentation method for efficiently counting events in a program's execution, with support for on-line queries of the event count, Event counting differs from basic block profiling in that an aggregate count of events is kept rather than a set of counters, Due to this difference, solutions to basic block profiling are not well suited to event counting. Our algorithm finds a subset of points in a program to instrument, while guaranteeing that accurate event counts can be obtained efficiently at every point m the execution.
An effect of efficiently counting events is that the event counter may not be accurate at all points. In Figure  1 , if the path P A Q has executed, then the event counter has not been incremented at all. On the other hand, if the path P -Q + A has executed, then the event count overestimates the true count at A since the counts for R and C' have been incorporated. We solve this problem by computing for every vertex u a query increment Querylnc( u ) that, when added to the event counter, produces the correct count. Figure  1 shows the query increment for each vertex in the control-flow graph.
The uninstrumented edges in the control-flow graph of Figure  1 Figure  2 shows the control-flow graph from Figure  1 after the above transformation has been applied to each vertex.
Each edge e contains a constant number of events, denoted by Events(e).
The goal of intraprocedural-event counting is to find a (small) set of edges F c E, and for each edge f E F a constant Increment(f) such that for any directed cycle EX in the control-flow graph: C is in the opposite direction from z in C(z) while edge EXIT is in the same direction as z in C(z). Note that edges P and R are not in C(z), so they do not contribute to Increment(z).
Using Theorem 2.1, it is straightforward to show that the above definition of Increment(f) has the desired property, as shown by the following theorem:
THEOREM 3.1.1.
Let G be a control -fZow graph, and let F be the set of chord edges induced by a spanning tree T for graph G (i. e., F = E -T). For any directed cycle EX in CFG G: 
The above equation is rewritten so that e is bound by the outer sum and f is bound by the inner sum, as follows:
'z~# (EX, f) Euents(e)Du(C( f), e, f).
Ve~E
Vf= F st @Gr(f) Moving Events(e) out of the inner sum yields:
St e= c(f) By Knuth's theorem, the inner sum of the above equation is equal to #( E'X, e), which finishes the proof. 
Vee E Vf=F
If Querylnc(g) = O then edge g is an accurate query point.
Computing
QueryIrzc (g) is easy. Let T be the set of spanning-tree edges. We add an edge g' = tgt(g) -root
to the control-flow graph (with Euents(g') = O) and treat it as a member of E -T. Edge g' is a chord of the spanning tree T and has fundamental cycle C(g '). QueryInc(g ) is defined to be Increment(g '). ( 1 To compute the query increment for all edges in a control-flow graph, simply add a chord edge e' = tgt(e)~root for each original edge e and then apply the algorithm in Figure  4 to determine the increments for all chord edges,
INTE.RPROCEDURAL-EVENT COUNTING
The previous section addressed how to count events within a procedure. This section describes two problems in efficiently counting events across procedure boundaries and their solutions. The first problem is to maintain a global count of events executed through- 
